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Sage Environmental Services Acquires Executive Green Clean, LLC
Sage Environmental Services, Inc. of Seattle has successfully completed the acquisition of
Executive Green Clean, LLC of Bellevue, WA
(Seattle, WA) – August 20th – Sage Environmental Services announces today that it has
successfully completed the acquisition of Executive Green Clean, LLC of Bellevue, WA. The
merger brings two leading Green Puget Sound janitorial, facility maintenance and
housekeeping businesses under one roof. The conditions of the sale were not immediately
released.
Executive Green Clean, specializing in mid to high-rise, final inspection and move-in cleans
was previously managed by Iain Cameron. Mr. Cameron will stay on board with Sage
Environmental as head of Business Development. “The merger between Sage and Executive
Green Clean brings together two companies focused on two different market segments
[commercial and multi-family] yet sharing the same 'green' philosophy.” Cameron said. “The
result of the merger has been non-toxic and has resulted in exponential growth, bringing a
healthier environment to many more happy customers.”
Founder/President of Sage Environmental Services, Julie Pond will oversee the transition.
“Both Sage and Executive Green Clean are pioneering green cleaning here in the Puget
Sound region.” Said Pond. “We are thrilled to join forces and continue to encourage
environmentally responsible janitorial, facility maintenance and residential housekeeping
services across the region.”
The acquisition of EGC brings a new chapter to Sage, expanding the services provided and
improving visibility in the region. Both companies are committed to environmental
responsibility, sustainability, excellence in customer service and providing educational
resources to all of their clients.
About Sage Environmental Services, Inc.
In business since 2001, and incorporated in 2009, Sage is a pioneering leader in Green
Facility Maintenance. Sage provides world-class eco-friendly services, including full-service
Janitorial, Organic Landscaping, Watershed-safe Fleet Washing and Green Consulting for
busy facility managers who do not have the time, energy or resources to “go green” without
some assistance. All Sage clients may receive free assistance in waste reduction, LEED
points, green awards and greener purchasing.
About Executive Green Clean, LLC
EGC has been leading the Green Cleaning industry in the Puget Sound region, serving
Seattle, the North Sound, Eastside and South Sound areas. EGC specializes in mid to highrise multi-family housing maintenance, cleaning and janitorial services. Its client basis
includes some of the leading apartment management companies in the nation.
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